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FIRST WORD
Limited choices
‘Prescribed assets’ or leaving Gordhan in the lurch?
What’s worse?
Time is precious as a general election looms.

W

hen the private sector is asked by Pravin
Gordhan to jump, its instantaneous
response must be to ask how high. In
the ugly circumstances of political extortion, most
glaringly apparent at Eskom, the potency of the Public
Enterprises Minister cannot be compromised.
There are two non-negotiables: that rotten stateowned entities, unable to repay loans, are saved from
bankruptcy; and that Gordhan emerges as invulnerable
to attack by having pulled it off. The alternatives, of the
SOEs ceasing operations and Gordhan being dethroned,
threaten an Armageddon for the economy.
Much as it sticks in the craw, the ogre of prescribed
assets might need to be explored. Banks and asset
managers, to whom Gordan pleads for assistance, sit on
mountains of money that isn’t their own.
They cannot, through a sense of patriotism, increase
exposures to levels where they feel uncomfortable.
Equally uncomfortable must be Finance Minister
Nhlanhla Nene, sitting atop a National Treasury called
to honour government guarantees were there a claim
against them.

When there’s a precipice in sight, the private sector
will move heaven and earth to avert it. This time will be
difficult, and time is against Gordhan.
A general election, to be fought by a factious ANC,
is less than a year away. It is not an ideal time to take
on trade unions, purported election partners, least
of all when they represent rival federations vying for
memberships.
They’ve shown success at Eskom not only in
defeating retrenchments, essential for viability, but
instead to gain wage increases that the SOE cannot
afford. The omens are ill for myriad departments at
different government levels, including municipalities.
Stuck between the rock of illiquidity to pay
salaries and the hard place of defiance at restructures,
prescribed assets offer a means to squeeze through;
temporarily, as a last and desperate resort, until
Gordhan can get the rottenness at the SOEs eliminated.
Prescribes offer a bandage, not a solution. In
principle and practice, they’re fundamentally wrong and
come at a cost.
They’re a stealth tax on savers by directing where
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Nene . . . extant guarantees

Gordhan . . . room to breathe

their money must be invested in government and
government-backed instruments at rates that run
counter to reward for risk. They disrupt the prudent
diversification of investment portfolios, notably of
retirement funds.
In all likelihood, they’ll further hurt portfolios
through a dent in share prices by the deflection of
investments from listed equities to prescribed securities.
Then there’s the adverse signal to foreign investors
on whom the bond market, in particular, relies for
sustenance.
That, in summary, is the downside. SA should have
learned from previous experience. Prescribeds were
enforced – at up to 53% of retirement funds’ assets –
to buttress organs of the National Party government
during the sanctions era.
In those days, if it’s any comfort, most retirement
funds were of the defined-benefit variety. It meant that
employers were responsible for members’ benefits.
These days, funds are predominantly definedcontribution. It means that, for their benefits, members
are at risk on investment performance.
Of the few funds that are still defined-benefit, most
outstanding is the massive Government Employees
Pension Fund. The effect of prescribeds being (re)
introduced will probably be six of one and half a dozen
of the other. As the employer, government – that is, the
taxpayer – is responsible for pre-determined benefits
irrespective of investment performance.

At core, banks and asset managers are agents in
positions of trust; the former for depositors and the
latter for investors. Neither can unilaterally depart from
fiduciary responsibility, underpinned by prudential
limits, except by prescription that forces higher exposure
into investments they’d prefer to reduce or avoid.
To ensure the safety of deposits, bank lending is
constrained by legislation and the rigour of credit
committees. Their business is to lend on the strength of
the borrower’s security. Capital requirements mean that
the more they lend to unworthy borrowers, the less they
can lend to worthy ones. In the case of collapsing SOEs,
the security is in the form of government guarantees
now of such magnitude that they cannot be extended.
When it comes to asset managers, the constraints
are similar but additional. They act for private clients,
insurers and institutions such as retirement funds where
they’re obliged to operate under investment mandates
that funds compile.
Further, the funds themselves are subject to a
plethora of regulation and guidance notes intended to
promote “better outcomes for members”. For prudent
portfolio diversification, there are caps on the extent of
exposure to particular asset classes. Much of the present
thrust on fund reform focuses on cost reductions and
the ‘Treating Customers Fairly’ initiative.
All this, inclusive of “better outcomes”, will turn to
dust in the event that any lender to a SOE calls up a
government guarantee that National Treasury cannot
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honour. It would cause a default, and then a series
of cross-defaults at other SOEs, with consequences
predictably disastrous for SA’s credit rating and
economic activity.
Last year, in terms of conduct codes for responsible
investment, asset manager Futuregrowth caused
ructions by withdrawing support from badly-governed
SOEs. In similar vein, there was a consortium of
banks that agreed to a rollover of SA Airways debt on
condition that its board was replaced. The then finance
minister was obliged to conform. This year, Gordhan
has had his work cut out in replacing key boards.
Relatively speaking, that’s the easy part.
More torturous will be in deepening the clean-outs
to management layers and labour numbers, then onto
the scrutiny of supplier contracts. To instil investors’
confidence, that’s going in the right direction. At the
same time the proposed national health scheme, mining
charter and insecurity of property tenure are seen as
going in the wrong direction.

Too much was immediately expected of Cyril
Ramaphosa. His election to the presidency was gained
not by an upsurge in party support but by a last-minute
deal with a provincial premier that swung his hair’s
breadth majority. Mixed signals are a function of the
trade-offs that have had to ensue, and as they will
continue unless or until his position is solidified after
the 2019 general election.
Paradoxically, the Democratic Alliance has come to
his assistance. Its disarray diminishes the expedience
of pandering to the Economic Freedom Fighters for
coalition purposes.
Have patience. Let Ramaphosa play his cards. Which
means, most immediately, that financial institutions
rally to Gordhan’s call. Even to the extent of submitting
to ‘prescribed assets’, either directly or discreetly by a
nicer-sounding name, for want of an alternative.
Allan Greenblo,
Editorial Director
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LAND EXPROPRIATION

A calming perspective
Stop the panic over EWC, urges veteran analyst Max du Preez.
Sharing an insider’s ear, he highlights practical realities.

T

o take the sting out of the heated land-reform
debate and to avoid large-scale expropriation
without compensation (EWC), President Cyril
Ramaphosa is likely to focus on low-hanging fruit and
easy wins.
Land expropriation is a key issue in the ANC
campaign for the 2019 election. If Ramaphosa does
nothing to satisfy the clamour for expropriation, he
and his party will pay the price. But if he gives in to the
wild demands, he will destroy the economy -- deepen
poverty and unemployment, possibly even trigger a
revolt.
Ramaphosa, a member of his inner circle reassures
me, knows this well. He’s determined to navigate his
way carefully to what he calls a “win-win” solution.

Some basic facts:
SA’s total surface area covers 122m hectares. Of this,
67% is commercial farmland. Communal black areas
(the former homelands) take up 15%. State land –
comprising conservation areas, schools, hospitals and
the like – takes up 10%.
The remaining 8%, where about 60% of the
population and 95% of white citizens reside, is urban
and peri-urban. The eight metropolitan areas constitute
only 2%, but 38% of the population lives in them.
In 1994 the Mandela-led ANC government launched
two processes: a restitution process whereby direct
descendants of people who were dispossessed of
land after June 1913 could either get back the land or

receive financial compensation for it (most preferred
the money); and redistribution, to establish new black
farmers on land.
On land redistribution, government then set a target
of 30% of the land to be given to black farmers by 2014.
This makes little sense as the agricultural value of land
can differ vastly. For instance, 10 hectares of vineyard
in Franschoek can buy you 10 000 hectares in Beaufort
West.

G

overnment says it has redistributed about 8% of
the land since 1994. Redistribution alone cost
R55bn. If this amount were used simply to buy farms
advertised as being for sale, the target of 30% would
have been reached. Clearly, billions of rand disappeared
through corruption, wastage and maladministration.
Opinion surveys indicate that only about a third of
black citizens want to own land for food production.
Most of these people are rural or recently urbanized,
each wanting less than five hectares.
How does this tally with the hectic land debates?
Well, the land question is not in essence a farming issue.
It is about history, symbolism, justice and black pride.
For some – notably the EFF – it is an issue of punishing
white people for the wrongs of the past.
More importantly, it is about urban rather than
agricultural land. No farms are being invaded, but
illegal urban land occupations now happen weekly. This
is a result of the massive urbanization of black people
from communal areas to urban areas during the past
two decades. That two-thirds of South Africans are
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Du Preez . . . just relax
urbanized is by far the highest proportion in Africa.
During the decade to end-2010, the number of
people in Gauteng grew from 9,4m to 12,8m (an
increase of 31%) while the Western Cape population
grew from 4,5m to 5,8m (an increase of 29%). Most of
these incomers had low levels of education and skills.
Government never tried sufficiently hard to plan for
and cope with this urbanization, so massive squatter
camps sprang up.
After its ‘land summit’ in May, the ANC decided to
prove through a test case or two that the expropriation
of land with little or no compensation is completely
within the parameters of the present Constitution. It
will also launch an ambitious plan to give pockets of
state-owned urban land to the landless, offering title
deeds and permission to build their own homes.
New legislation is being prepared to outline future
processes of expropriation and land redistribution.
Ramaphosa has also roped in Roelf Meyer, his Codesa
buddy, who is leading a group of wealthy, progressive
farmers to launch their own land-reform scheme.
There are instances where EWC makes sense.
Examples are the derelict buildings in Johannesburg’s
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CBD and Hillbrow that have been abandoned by their
owners. These buildings could, once renovated, house
thousands of families. Another example is pieces of land
on the Cape Flats that had been used for sand mining
and then left deserted.
An interesting case could be the strategically-placed
Ysterplaat air base between Century City and Milnerton
in the Cape. It was part of a huge swathe of land bought
in the late 1800s by entrepreneur Sir David Graaff, later
a cabinet minister.
In 1944 the Graaff Family Trust leased the land for a
tiny annual sum to the Union government for a military
airfield. The deed of transfer stipulated that, once
government stopped using it for this purpose, the land
would return to the trust.
The land, on the N1 and close to the Cape Town CBD
, is perfect for an affordable housing project by the city.
If the trust insisted on sticking to the deed’s provisions,
the state could expropriate the land in the public interest
(as the Constitution allows) and argue in court that it
shouldn’t pay anything near present market value.

A

tougher nut to crack, at least politically, would be
reform of the black communal areas by taking
away some powers of the traditional leaders and giving
people title deeds to individual units.
If, in the worst-case scenario, the ANC and EFF
combine in parliament to change the Constitution,
arbitrary expropriation will still not be possible. The
rule of law is enshrined in the founding principles of the
Constitution.
A parliamentary majority of 75% is needed
for amendment. So, whatever happens, if the state
expropriates your property, you are guaranteed access to
the courts.
At present the state owns more than 4 000
commercial farms which it struggles to distribute
to aspirant farmers. Around 80% of farms, already
distributed, have failed miserably because there’s a lack
of post-settlement support and training.
Even if it’s armed with a changed Constitution, the
state simply lacks the capacity to dish out expropriated
land. Neither does it have the capacity to defend EWC
actions in court.
There’s no need to panic. At least, not yet.
n
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The changing tides in
SA equity investments
In fine-tuning an investment strategy, John Taylor of Liberty Corporate
urges that not only costs but also their relative benefits be
carefully examined across extended timeframes.

O

ver the past few years, amidst a slowdown in
local equity-market returns, there have been
distinct trends from actively-managed assets towards
index-tracked assets. Coupled to this is the fall and
rise in the popularity of ‘value investing’.
Actively-managed investments are usually
managed by traditional asset managers. These ‘value’
managers employ their own proprietary systems and
philosophies to determine which shares to hold for
their customers.
While this has been the norm, there has been
increasing discontent amongst customers that a
majority of traditional asset managers do no better
than their benchmark (which usually is just a
collection of all the shares in the market). Only a
handful are said to add value beyond the benchmark.
To focus particularly on the movement of
actively-managed assets towards index-tracked
assets, it is best to consider international experience.
By the end of 2016, it was estimated that at least
one-third (or 33%) of assets in US mutual fund
(equivalent to South African unit trusts) are invested
in passive funds. Further, ratings agency Moody’s
suggests that the volume of passively-managed assets
may overtake active funds by 2024.
South Africa has similarly seen the rise of a
number of passive-only asset managers. At the same

time, the main life insurers all offer passive strategies
to complement their traditional active offerings.
Historically, many active managers have added
value. A cursory visit to any of the current large
investment houses’ websites will bear testimony.
Active management works when managers
can research shares which are either more or less
valuable than their current market price suggests. By
buying cheap shares or selling expensive shares, asset
managers aim to outperform the market.
On the flipside, research also suggests that as
market information increasingly becomes freely
available, the efficiency or “correctness” of price
information in the market improves. So it is fair to
suggest that, as information becomes more widely
available to the average customer, the space for active
management is likely to dwindle.
As expected, many retirement-fund boards and
corporate investors have put pressure on their asset
managers to prove their value. This has resulted in
a general shift to lower fees. The downwards march
continues.
Asset consultants have been eager to placate
retirement funds’ boards by indexing a majority, or
a “core”, of assets by using cheaper index trackers
-- while still retaining more active managers as an
additional, or “satellite”, set of managers.
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All this means that large investors have seen
asset-management costs reduce from over 1% per
year towards 0,6% to 0,8% in the last few years. More
pressure will be felt as the pressure of lower market
returns highlights the impact of fees on reducing
overall returns.
The relative impact of a 1% fee compared to
equity returns on the JSE all-share index in the last
five years has increased from removing 4% of total
returns in 2012 to removing 38% of total returns in
2016. If that fee in 2016 was only 0,6%, the impact
last year would have been only 23%. It’s still a lot but
much less than 38%.
Year
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012

Market return
2.6%
5.1%
10.9%
21.4%
26.7%

Relative size of 1% fee
38%
20%
9%
5%
4%

If Mister Market is doing all the heavy lifting,
as in 2012 and 2013, fees play a smaller role. But as
markets have flat-lined between mid-2014 and today,
any underperformance of the market (net of fees) is
felt more acutely.
And then comes the fall and rise of value
investments. Value investment, counter to passive
investment, suggests there definitely are undervalued
and overvalued shares in the market. While investing
in cheap shares has been demonstrated to add to
performance over a long period of time, this can
frustrate investors from year to year as this value can
take time to unlock.
By their own admission, value investment houses
in South Africa – such as Piet Viljoen’s RE:CM and
Adrian Saville’s Cannon Asset Management amongst
others – had a torrid patch between 2013 to 2015.
This was when the resources sector moved deeply

Taylor . . . build appropriately

into value territory and continued to weaken further.
But by 2016 the starts of a recovery had begun
and value investing added massively. While the JSE
all-share index returned a paltry 2,6% over 2016,
the value index gave something closer to 17,2%. But
beware that, as quickly as value investing adds to
returns, it can reverse out for a period of time.
In summary, be aware that including a passive
element in your investment plans is important
to consider. Focus on the costs and benefits that
you’re getting for what you are paying. By asking
these questions, one can fine-tune and hone your
investment strategy appropriately.
www.liberty.co.za
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FSB/FSCA

Wraps off the
regulator
Now that the new Financial Sector
				 % to total
Conduct Authority has officially taken
Retirement funds levies
Levies Fees
Total
revenue
over from the old Financial Services
2017/18 - actual
138 384 6 092 144 476
18%
Board, the big questions are on the
2017/18 - budget
141 246 5 968 147 214
19%
differences that might be expected for
such regulated bodies as retirement
2018/19 - budget
145 681 5 000 150 681
19%
funds. From structures to staffing, from
powers to policies, and of course costs,
Will any additional levies be required from
TT asks whether the changeover exercise promises
retirement funds for the budget of the Prudential
improved supervision or is little more than an expensive
Authority (PA)? If so, in what amounts?
rebrand of this consumer-financed state bureaucracy.
No. Retirement funds will not at this stage be
Thanks to the FSCA’s transitional management
required to pay additional levies to the PA. The
committee (TMC) for its forthright replies. They offer a
Financial Sector Regulation Act (FSRA) provides
guide through the maze of officialdom and a look into
that the prudential oversight of pension funds will be
the future of regulatory implementation.
performed by the FSCA for three years from 1 April
2018, or such longer or shorter period that the Finance
TT: What will be the budget for revenue and
Minister may determine. Accordingly, unless and until
expenditure in the first year of the FSCA compared
these prudential oversight powers revert to the PA,
with the last year of the FSB?
retirement funds will not pay levies to the PA.
TMC: FSB total revenue for the 2017-18 financial
year was R802m (budget R765m). The FSCA budget is
at R803m for its 2018-19 financial year.
Total expenditure of FSB for the 2017-18 financial
year was R766 million (budget R816m) and for FSCA the
budget is at R934 million for the 2018/19 financial year.
For FSCA revenues, what proportions (in rand
amounts and percentage terms) will be required from
levies on retirement funds? How do these compare
with the last year of the FSB?
As per this table (in millions of rand):

How many divisional directors/divisional executives
will there be at the FSCA, and what are their
respective roles? If any persons have already been
appointed to these positions, who are they and to
what roles?
The FSCA will have 10 positions at the Divisional
Executive or equivalent level.
In terms of the FSRA, Abel Moffat Sithole -- as
the Commissioner of the FSCA -- has appointed the
following individuals on two-year contracts (but with
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Sithole . . . two hats, no conflicts
the chief financial officer and chief information officer
being permanent appointments):
Chief Financial Office: Paul Kekana
Chief Information Officer: Sello Mmakau
Divisional Executives:
u
u
u
u

Regulatory Policy: Caroline da Silva;
Market Integrity: Jurgen Boyd;
Specialist Support: Marius du Toit;
Retirement Funds: Olano Makhubela (on
secondment from National Treasury).

The vacant Divisional Executive positions have
been advertised. These are for Conduct of Business,
Corporate Centre, Investigations & Enforcement, and
Licencing & Contact Centre.
How does the number of deputy commissioners
compare with the number of deputy executive
officers at the old FSB? How will the roles of the
new deputy commissioners differ from those of the
former deputy executive officers?
In terms of the FSRA, the commissioner and up
to four deputy commissioners together comprise the
executive committee of the FSCA.
It will be the prerogative of the to-be-appointed
commissioner to decide on whether the deputy
commissioners will have specific “line management”-
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type responsibilities in relation to the various divisions
of the FSCA. Such responsibilities lie with the
divisional executives.
It is envisaged that the deputy commissioners
will have oversight functions through chairing and/
or participating in various governance and oversight
committees to be set up within the FSCA.
Unlike the previous FSB deputy executive officers,
the FSCA deputy commissioners will not act as
“deputy registrars” in relation to specific financialsector laws. References to “Registrars” in financialsector laws have been replaced with references to “the
Authority”.
Delegations of authority in relation to specific
functions under specific financial-sector laws have
been granted to appropriate divisional executives or
other FSCA staff members.
How many applications were received for the posts
of FSCA commissioner and deputy commissioners?
Of these, how many applicants were short-listed?
National Treasury, not the FSCA, is involved in this
process.
Have any deputy executive officers of the old FSB
already been appointed to the FSCA? If so, who are
they and in what capacities?
The FSCA has appointed two of the former
Deputy Executive Officers into the roles of Divisional
Executives.
u Jurgen Boyd (former DEO for Collective
Investment Schemes and Acting Deputy Registrar
for Capital Markets & Ratings Agencies) as the
Divisional Executive: Market Integrity;
u Caroline da Silva (former DEO for Financial
Advisory & Intermediary Services and Acting
Deputy Registrar for Long-Term & Short-Term
Insurance) as the Divisional Executive: Regulatory
Policy.
u Marius du Toit (former Chief Actuary) is now the
Divisional Executive: Specialist Support.
Which new FSCA officials have not been drawn
from the ranks of the old FSB?
None at this stage. The vacant Divisional Executive
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positions have been advertised internally and
externally. In terms of FSRA regulations, the Minister
has appointed Katherine Gibson from National
Treasury to the TMC for her to provide marketconduct expertise.
What will be the staff complement of the FSCA
compared with the old FSB?
FSCA’s approved staff complement is 696 whereas
the FSB’s approved staff complement was 648.
Compared with the old FSB, will the regulation and
supervision of retirement funds differ under the
FSCA? If so, in what ways?
Yes, to a certain extent they will differ.
There will be more focus on Treating Customers
Fairly, from both the members and the funds as
clients of service providers. This means, amongst
other things, intense scrutiny on costs and charges,
benchmarking performance, intensive enforcement
of timely submission and analysis of financial returns,
and ensuring full compliance with the new default
regulations.
Dedicated, rapid and intrusive inspections and
follow-ups on whistleblowing and complaints are also
envisaged.
Given the complexity of retirement funds, an
internal specialisation approach is being considered.
There’ll be dedicated units to oversee governance of
funds, trustee training, ESG (environmental, social
and governance considerations in mandates), and
curatorships.
Will the service providers to retirement funds
– specifically asset managers, consultants and
administrators – be subject to FSCA regulation and
supervision?
Yes, asset managers and retirement-fund benefit
administrators will be subject to FSCA regulation and
supervision in accordance with the FAIS Act and the
Pension Funds Act respectively. These sector laws
remain in force until such time as they may be wholly

or partially replaced by the future overarching Conduct
of Financial Institutions Act (COFI). In turn, COFI
will also regulate these activities.
Asset consultants remain subject to the FAIS Act,
to the extent applicable to their activities. As part of
our Retail Distribution Review, we are considering
regulatory amendments to more explicitly bring their
activities within the scope of the FAIS Act or whatever
legislation may replace it.
Is the Public Investment Corporation, as an
asset manager, subject to FSCA regulation and
supervision as it was under the FSB? If so, has the
FSCA investigated recent allegations of irregularities
concerning the PIC chief executive and with what
result? If there has been no such investigation by the
FSCA, why not?
The PIC is currently regulated as a Category II
financial services provider (FSP) under the FAIS Act.
As a licensed FSP, the PIC is subject to both onsite and
offsite supervision by the FAIS department.
An onsite visit was recently conducted into the
affairs of PIC. This was a theme-based visit and scope
of the visit was mandate compliance. The purpose
of the visit was to check processes, procedures and
internal controls that are put in place to ensure
clients’ assets are managed in accordance with signed
mandates and to interrogate the due diligences
conducted by the PIC before committing funds to any
asset class.
The onsite visit report is currently being reviewed
by the FSCA management team. Any further action
required will be determined once the review is
completed.
The FSCA acting commissioner is Abel Sithole,
chair of the old FSB board. He continues to chair the
Government Employees Pension Fund (GEPF) board
which appointed the PIC as its asset manager. Do
these dual chairperson roles not represent a conflict
of interests between the regulatory body (the FSCA)
and a regulated body (the PIC)? If so, how will the
conflict be resolved?
The GEPF was neither regulated and supervised by
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Ready, set . . . listeners at the launch
the FSB previously nor by the FSCA currently. There is
therefore no conflict in this regard.
It is true that the PIC was regulated and supervised
by FSB previously and by the FSCA currently as an
asset manager, like any other in the country. This
means that the PIC is, amongst other things, regulated
as a Category II FSP in terms of the FAIS Act for
managing the assets of public institutions and the
GEPF as a pension fund.
The FAIS Act requires that these assets are managed
in accordance with specific client mandates setting
out the asset classes and investment parameters. It is
true that the PIC is the GEPF’s primary asset manager,
subject to regulation and supervision as indicated
above.
Mr Sithole does not serve on any governing
structures of the PIC and is not involved with any of its
internal operational and decision-making processes.
In his GEPF capacity, his role is to ensure that the
PIC delivers on its mandates, i.e. to ensure that the
PIC manages the GEPF’s assets in accordance with its
specific mandates which set out the asset classes and
investment parameters similar to the requirements of
the FAIS Act.
The GEPF holds the PIC to account just as the
regulator holds it to account. Thus, not only is there
no conflict but there is actually an alignment in the

PIC’s regulatory and supervisory obligations to the
FSB previously and to the FSCA currently, and in its
obligations to the GEPF.
Several large funds, related to the public sector, are
governed by their own Acts and not by the Pensions
Funds Act. As such, they haven’t been subject to FSB
regulation and supervision e.g. the GEPF as well as
funds of Telkom, Transnet and the SA Post Office.
Will these funds be excluded from FSCA regulation
and supervision? If so, will amendments to their
respective Acts be sought for them to be brought
within the FSCA ambit?
As correctly stated, these funds are governed
by their own Acts and the current Pension Funds
Act allows for it. A decision must first be made by
government, and the laws be amended, to have the
relevant public-sector funds placed under the FSCA
ambit. If or when such a policy or political decision is
made, the FSCA will be in a position to supervise the
relevant entities.
According to the last FSB annual report, a number
of court actions are pending by retirement funds
against various FSB decisions. Where litigation has
been instituted, will the FSB now be substituted
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automatically for the FSCA or will delays be caused
by litigants having to redraft their papers? In other
words, for practical purposes are the FSB and FSCA
the same juristic person? Are the liabilities of the
FSB now the liabilities of the FSCA?
The FSRA provides at s300(3) that in all pending
proceedings -- such as litigation matters before courts
and appeals to the Appeal Board (now the Financial
Services Tribunal) -- that have commenced but not
finally been decided immediately before 1 April 2018,
the FSCA must be substituted for the FSB or the
various Registrars under the sectoral laws.
The FSCA’s attorneys have attended to the
filing of substitution notices where applicable. It is
not necessary for litigants to redraft papers as the
substitution is given effect by notice.
However, the FSB and the FSCA are not the same
juristic persons. The FSB was established by the FSB

Act of 1990 and will continue to exist until relevant
sections of the FSB Act are repealed.
The FSCA was established by s56 of the FSRA. At
s293 of the FSRA provision is made for the transfer of
the assets and liabilities of the FSB to the FSCA. Then,
at s294, the FSRA provides for the transfer of the FSB
staff to the FSCA.
What are the policies of the FSCA in respect of
public accountability and transparency through the
media?
The FSCA is guided by s251(2) of the FSRA. It’s
stipulated that the regulator may only share or disclose
information that it deems necessary to perform its
obligations. The media, as one of various platforms, is
utilised to disseminate information that falls within the
parameters of this section.
n
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CURRENTS

Harsh action
Defaulting employers, be warned. Asset-seizure precedent in UK
offers inspiration for tough measures in SA.

J

urisdictions abroad face many of the
same enforcement problems as in SA with
employers who don’t honour their retirementfund obligations; for instance, promptly to pay
contributions to retirement funds. It’s on a similar
principle that the Financial Sector Conduct Authority
will doubtless look closely at a draconian UK move
to seize the assets of employers who don’t pay their
workplace pension fines.
In the UK the Pensions Regulator issues fines to
companies that fail to meet their auto-enrolment
duties and can obtain court orders when the debts
aren’t paid. Now the Regulator will also appoint ‘High
Court Enforcement Officers’ to enforce court orders
on employers that have refused or failed to comply.
If an employer does not pay its debt, FT Adviser
reports, the officers can visit the employer’s business
premises. The officers, empowered to force entry into
locked premises, can remove items to the amount
owed. Items could include the employer’s vehicles.
Further, the watchdog will consider whether to
prosecute employers that remain non-compliant
despite court orders. Every three months it already
publishes the names of employers that it has taken to
court for non-payment of escalating penalty notices.
The regulator starts by issuing a fixed-penalty
notice of £400 to an employer for failure to comply
with a statutory notice or some specific employer duty.
An escalating-penalty notice – which varies between
£50 and £10 000 a day depending on the company’s
size – is issued after the employer still hasn’t complied.

Handing the matter to enforcement officers then
becomes the last resort.
In SA it’s understood that the FSCA has been
looking at the possibility of fining the employer and
routing the fine to the fund in compensation for arrear
contributions. But because of legal constraints – in
particular, the Registrar cannot penalise or act against
the employer company as it is not a registered financial
services provider – this option is not presently
available.
Which doesn’t necessarily mean that it won’t be
in the future. A little tweaking of the legislation, say
to deem the employer company a financial services
provider for purposes of fund contributions, could do
the trick.

Changes in the air

F

or over a quarter of its 100-year history, Sanlam
has produced its annual benchmark survey.
Long may it continue. A product of exhaustive
and expensive research, this and its accompanying
symposia offer a wealth of insight into the SA
retirement-fund industry.
This year’s effort followed gazetting of the Financial
Sector Code. Relevant to it, revealed by the survey, is
that gender representation on trustee boards is split
overwhelmingly in favour of males and often only
one female holds a senior management position. To
comply with the FSC, points out Sanlam Employee
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invest in companies doing social or environmental harm.”
This speaks directly to the application of CRISA
and ESG principles in investment decision-making
(see Cover Story), says the survey: “It speaks even
more directly to the need to engage millennials so
they understand and appreciate that their institutional
investments are being directed towards assets that
have a positive impact on society. Currently there is a
vacuum as millennials do not know how their money
is being used to help develop our nation. And it’s not
their fault. It’s ours.”
Indeed it is. Critically, found out why. Best
suggestion is to download the entire survey for this
and a wealth of other challenging information besides.
.

VBS muck
De Villiers . . . FSC in focus
Benefits chief executive Dawie de Villiers, the industry
“has a long way to go to create an equal distribution of
talent across all demographic profiles”.
At least one aspect of the research has enabled
Sanlam to steal a march. Recognising that
millennials – people born between 1981 and 1996,
now representing more than 40% of the total SA
workforce – it has decided to offer free retirementbenefits counselling. This accords with the finding
that it “presents an incredible opportunity to engage
millennials proactively”.
This conclusion comes about after analysis of
millennials’ characteristics. They cannot relate to the
concept of retirement, are overconfident in their own
abilities, distrust financial services, have low levels of
financial literacy (despite being better
educated than previous generations),
and are generally not receiving advice
on withdrawal from a fund.
“A key issue for millennials is whether
their purchase aligns with their values,”
the survey finds. “Approximately 75% of
them want to know that their investment
is doing social good (and) do not want to

A

mongst the numerous twists revealed by curator
Anoosh Roopal in the repulsive saga of VBS
mutual bank was the purchase, using fake money, by
controlling shareholder Vele of four companies. One
of these companies was Mvunonala (TT May-July).
Another turns out to have been Fairsure.
This brings into the picture the deeply-troubled
SA Local Authorities Pension Fund (TT Feb-April).
Not only is the SALA fund administered by Fairsure,
according the list of ‘active funds’ on the FSCA website,
but a few years back the SALA fund had attempted to
buy the Fairsure Administration subsidiary.
This was subject to the transaction being approved
by the then Financial Services Board. Jurgen Boyd,
deputy registrar at the time, declined the approval.
But now, if Fairsure has indeed been bought by
Vele as Roopal found, then who was the seller? Could
it nonetheless have been the SALA fund, to control
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its own administrator? Further, did the Registrar
ever approve the control change – with or without
conditions – for Vele or anybody else?
The mystery deepens, not least for 20 000 members
of the SALA fund whose trustee board the Registrar
had replaced. Should Vele indeed have control of
Fairsure, members might have cause to worry about
their benefits. So too might members of the other 14
funds that a Vele-owned Fairsure administers.

Outrageous

A

the annual conference of the Association of
Black Securities & Investment Professionals, held
in July, a panellist proposed that there be legislation to
contain maximum executive remuneration in the same
way that there was legislation to provide for a national
minimum wage. It was met with applause.
Clearly, many delegates who carry influence did
not find the proposal outrageous. Had it been made
after the revelation that Naspers chief executive Bob
van Dyk would this year be paid R1,6bn, in salary
and share awards, the applause would probably have
been louder. Naspers can single-handedly alter the
paradigms of SA capitalism.
At issue is not the procedure, following an
improved group remuneration structure duly reported,
but the quantum. On any reasonable measure, in this
wildly unequal society and given that Van Dyk neither
initiated nor can influence the performance of the
Chinese investment on which the Naspers share price
relies, R1,6bn is extreme in its egregiousness.
There are ways to justify it in terms of the
technical structure, but they’re eclipsed by the heat
that headlines generate. Nobody, surely, deserves that
much; the more so when Naspers media are starved of
resource.
Now for the Naspers annual general meeting where
asset managers will be expected to respond. It will be
a whole lot easier if trustees mandate them on how to
vote, as they’re supposed to do, rather than complain
later.
Two final points: first, whether asset managers can
collaborate in exercising proxies; second, whether the

time has arrived for votes on directors’ remuneration
to be made binding.
When a company’s behaviour offends society,
pension funds and their stewards are the vehicles to
smack it.

Pensioners defeated

Y

ears have passed since two former trustees
began appeals over the allocation of the total
R363,2m surplus to the sponsoring employer in the
Tongaat-Hulett Defined Benefit Pension Fund (TT
April-June ’16). They lost in their complaint to the
Pension Funds Adjudicator, then later in the Kwa-Zulu
Natal High Court and now they’ve lost again in the
Supreme Court of Appeal.
The SCA decision leaves the former trustees and
fund members, Bruce Moor and Willem Hazewindus,
bitterly disappointed. It also leaves them with hefty
legal bills but at least, as they say in a letter to the
several dozen fellow pensioners who’d supported them,
“with clear consciences in that we did not simply walk
away from what we believe is an injustice”.
They remain hopeful that, provided the present
trustees agree, members could still receive some
payout. This is because, in pursuing their case, the
former trustees had learned of a R130m “safety net”
that had been retained as “excess assets” after the
conversion from one fund to another and a change in
fund rules. Members could be entitled to 80% of the
R130m, equivalent to a quarter of what they’d claimed
originally.
The central issue before the SCA was whether the
fund had contravened s15C of the Pension Funds
Act (see footnote) when it allocated the R363,2m to
the surplus account of employer Tongaat-Hulett. The
allocation was lawful, the court held.
The crux of the dispute was whether the
description “excess assets”, found in the fund rules, as
opposed to “actuarial surplus” in s15C read with the
definition of the “employer surplus account” (ESA).
The fund had slightly over R1,8bn in “excess assets”
of which 80% had been allocated to former members,
current members and pensioners with the 20% balance
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taking into account the interests of all stakeholders...
provided that...neither the employer nor the members
can veto such apportionment.

Litigation caution

A

Moor and Hazewindus . . . big bills but clear
consciences
(R363,2m) allocated to the ESA.
To be answered was whether this 20% allocation
constituted an apportionment of actuarial surplus
under s15C. On the facts, held the court, it was
actuarial surplus. The court was concerned only with
whether the apportionment had been made lawfully in
terms of the Act.
Moor and Hazewindus had contended that the
relevant fund rule refers not to “actuarial surplus”
but to “excess assets”. But the court considered their
view to be a “strictly technical, narrow interpretation”
that would “completely undermine the purpose of the
legislation and would make no business sense”.
Neither a proper interpretation of the section nor
the facts, it continued, preclude the apportionment of
actuarial surplus which is part of an apportionment of
excess assets: “To uphold the appellants’ contentions
regarding the rule...would be to impermissibly elevate
form above substance.”
• The Pension Funds Act says at s15C that, if the rules
of a fund are silent on the apportionment of actuarial
surplus arising after the surplus-apportionment date,
any apportionment shall be determined by the board

lso worth noting from the Tongaat-Hulett
matter is the finding of the Supreme Court of
Appeal on costs.
This case concerned a dispute between a pension
fund and its members, the SCA noted. It emanated
from a private relationship, regulated by a contract
(the fund rules) between the parties and had no
public-interest implications. Participation in the fund
and its benefits were open only to Hulett-Tongaat
employees.
There was no basis to extend the costs principle
that applies only in constitutional litigation and public
interest cases. If this principle were extended, said the
court, it would open the floodgates to “result in the
general membership of pension funds having in effect
to fund litigation costs whenever members challenge
decisions of the boards of trustees”.

Horrible

P

roblems at the Private Sector Security Provident
Fund, whose members comprise low-paid security
guards, are even uglier than previously outlined
(TT May-July). Now the Financial Sector Conduct
Authority has revealed that two of its trustees,
appointed by the Registrar under s26 of the Pension
Funds Act, were being paid over R500 000 a month.
For all 12 trustees, remuneration exceeded R25m
a year. This implies that the average remuneration for
each of the other 10 trustees was over R1,3m a year. It’s
more than double the amount that a trustee of a large
and well-run umbrella fund might expect.
The FSCA has also put the fund’s total
administration expenses for the year at R353,8m. This
represents 5,6% of the fund’s R6,23bn in total assets.
The fund administrator is a company called
SALT.
n
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Alternative arguments
Good reasons why this under-invested asset class rapidly comes into its own, says Pawan
Singh. He’s the Head: Alternative Investments / Multi Strategy at Sanlam Investments.
As fiduciaries we constantly ponder the environment of ‘lower
returns for longer’ that currently face investment managers and
retirement-fund trustees. A popular and recurring solution is to
look further afield at what the rest of the investments universe
has to offer; in other words, to seek out alternative investment
options.
Alternatives include private equity (buy-outs and venture
capital), private debt (loans), infrastructure-funding debt
vehicles, hedge funds, unlisted credit and derivatives. These all
have the potential to provide higher-than-average risk-adjusted
real returns.
Moreover, alternatives do not only yield financial returns but
social returns as well. By investing in alternatives you can play
an active role in uplifting the economy and, in turn, benefit your
future members.
Debunking the myths
As children we were taught by our parents not to trust things
we don’t understand. We often carry this philosophy with
us well into adulthood. By the time we are approached with
new information about a subject, we have often allowed
many misinformed myths to feed our hesitation, even though
technological advances have made sharing information on
such subjects easier and more accessible.
Similarly for trustees, many misperceptions may have kept us
from allocating towards alternatives, as on average alternatives
only receive a 2% allocation from pension funds (noted recently
by the Southern African Venture Capital & Private Equity
Association). This may have made sense during a time when
Regulation 28 only allowed for a 5% allocation to alternatives
(meaning that by allocating 2% you were in fact making use of
just under half of the available allocation).
But since 2011, Reg 28 has been amended to allow for a threetimes higher allocation at 15%! And yet, many SA retirement
portfolios remain reluctantly behind the trend, clinging onto the

wisps and slivers of myths surrounding alternatives.
A pioneer for use of alternatives in the international space is
Yale University. It has an endowment fund, similar to a pension
fund, which manages money with a long-term investment
horizon. In 1985 David Swensen became its chief investment
officer. The first question he rightfully asked himself was: “With
a multi-generational investment horizon, why should I not
increase alternatives in my portfolio?”
He then introduced alternatives to the endowment fund at
about 10%. In 2017 this allocation to alternatives is sitting at a
striking 70%, with only 30% in liquid assets.
This hypothesis was further supported by Harvard University
which follows a similar policy with its endowment fund.
There is also evidence of an increasingly higher allocation
to alternatives in emerging markets, especially by sovereign
wealth funds, where the average exposure to alternatives is
close to 23%.
Why has this thinking not been adopted sooner in SA?
For many decades SA pension funds did extremely well by
simply investing into traditional asset classes, so there was
no compelling reason to look any further. However, over the
past five years these traditional (listed) asset classes have no
longer been yielding real returns that are as attractive. Trustees
therefore been forced to look deeper and explore alternative
investment options.
But a negative perception of alternatives as “high risk” hasn’t
helped. If anything, it has shrouded alternatives further in
mystery. When trustees start looking at investment decisions,
we generally have a mindset of measuring risk as volatility:
if my investment horizon is long-term then I put more money
into equities, or if I have income needs, more must go into fixed
interest and bonds.
However, when it comes to alternatives, conversations usually
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combine real-world and academic research to accurately
evaluate alternatives to approximate ‘real time’ pricing.
Instead of shying away from the world of alternatives, trustees
should be encouraged to request more information from their
industry partners.
Longer term, less liquid alternatives
provide significant returns
The long investment horizons of alternatives actually align
better with pension funds (which also have longer investment
horizons) than several of the more traditional assets. And given
that the average retirement fund has a long-term investment
horizon, the need for high liquidity (or access to cash) should
not be a discouragement at all.
Further, in the current low-return environment we can all benefit
from the significant ‘illiquidity premium’ that you get as added
compensation when you invest in an asset class that cannot
as quickly be converted into cash.
Singh . . . myths dispelled
start with the topic of liquidity, or the lack of liquidity. The irony
is that the most illiquid asset classes happen to be the
most stable because of their contractual-return nature.
A simple example is infrastructure assets. They typically have
a term of 15 to 20 years with offtake agreements that are
contractual in nature and have little market risk. So in this case
a high level of illiquidity does not mean a high level of risk. If
anything, it means low risk. For portfolio construction, such
assets are a highly stable component that can be used to
match long-term liabilities.
A general lack of knowledge also appears to be a common
reason for resistance to alternatives. This was further
enhanced by the difficulty in scheduled robust reporting on
alternatives. The performance of more traditional assets such
as stocks is easy to track; just log onto Bloomberg.
But alternatives are subject to what is known as ‘stale pricing’
(a time-lag in pricing due to quarterly, less frequent reporting
and subjectivity in valuation for asset classes such as private
equity). This time lag creates a degree of ambiguity as returns
and volatility are not as easy to quantify. Fortunately, we’ve
developed robust approaches to deal with this problem. They

Shake off the myths!
It is essential that as an industry we actively move to demystify
the perception that alternatives are high risk when in fact
they could provide fruitful returns over the long term as a
stable counterpart to more traditional assets. We must upskill
ourselves to realise that alternatives operate in the real
economy. Alternative investments can go a fair way in helping
to create jobs, resolve infrastructure bottlenecks and promote
financial inclusion.
It is time to get rid of the myths, and move to benefit our
retirement-fund members, by offering more diversified portfolios
that provide incremental risk-adjusted returns that blend
alternatives into traditional portfolios.
www.sanlaminvestments.com
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Where
responsibility lies
Regulator lights a fire under trustees on funds’
investment policies. ESG to the fore.

W

hen the Financial Sector Conduct
Authority (previously the Financial
Services Board) issues a directive to
pension funds, trustees should either be inspired
by the challenge for compliance or cautioned by
the penalties for non-compliance. May it be so
with the FSB draft directive, issued shortly before
Dube Tshidi departed as Registrar of Pension
Funds, for “sustainability reporting and disclosure
requirements” under the Pension Funds Act.
The best to be said for the draft, doubtless
eventually in some refined form to become a directive,
is that it’s a well-intentioned effort to elevate the
guidance in Regulation 28 to a condition that pension
funds apply “sustainability” criteria in their investment
policies. Replete with the word “must”, implying quasilegal force, the directive-to-be should jolt trustees
to act as asked; at least to wean them from their
infatuation with comparing asset managers primarily
on the basis of short-term performance.
The worst is in the vague terminology, unhelpful
for application by funds or enforcement by the
regulator. It’s presumed, perhaps fancifully, that
trustees and the FSCA respectively possess the
specialist proficiencies to make and assess the
quality of disclosures. Better that the skills are
acquired. With an absence of sanction, and disclosure

apparently an end in itself, the directive’s intent and
imperative are one and the same.
The conventional definition of “sustainability”,
used here, “means the ability of an entity to conduct
its operations in a manner that meets existing needs
without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their needs”. Devoid of detail, lacking
yardsticks for measurement, that’s saying the obvious.
It doesn’t intimate that pension funds divest from
fossil fuels or tobacco and liquor, both impractical
in SA’s thin universe of liquid stocks. Neither does it
extend environmental, social and governance (ESG)
factors to specify such vital areas of responsible
investment as job creation, although it does include
“managing the impact (of the business entity) on the
life of the community (and) the broader SA economy”.

Y

et this an initiative to be lauded and supported.
Its bite is in the obligatory disclosures (see box).
These would certainly be capable of FSCA ticking.
They should go further.
While every pension fund “must” produce an
investment policy statement (IPS) that reflects the
sustainability of its assets, the foremost means of
communication is discretionary. Only “if the pension
fund has a website” need it be used for the required
disclosures “accessible to any person, whether or not
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Jackson . . . jobs, job, jobs
a member”.
In this day and age, it’s high time that pension
funds’ websites were made mandatory for publication
of each fund’s annual report and other information
that the directive stipulates for exhaustive reporting to
stakeholders on sustainability. As a corollary, there’s
no obvious reason for the FSCA not to publish it all –
simultaneously with receipt -- on its own website for
the funds themselves or in addition to them.
“Can we think twice about where and in what we
are investing?” Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan
asked a recent seminar. Coincidentally, he was
describing the philosophical rationale for the draft.
“In the world of state-owned enterprises (SOEs),
we would typically ask the boards: what kind of
incentives do you provide? What behaviour do you
drive? In the private sector, investors need to ask
similar questions to those we pose SOEs. We are all
responsible for creating fair outcomes for all.”
His approach synchronises with the emphasis

25

in the draft on “active ownership” whereby the role
of SA pension funds is catalytic because of their
dominant stakes in domestic equities and bonds.
The marriage is in the alignment between the longterm nature of funds’ liabilities and the long-term
obligation to service them.
Numerous studies show that proper management
of long-term ESG factors enhances risk-adjusted
returns. In the UK and US, where popular demand
has pushed ESG investment into the mainstream,
there’s a scramble to recruit analysts capable of
discerning through the myriad metrics from board
diversity to climate control; then to provide product
for the explosion in exchange-traded funds and
others, now increasingly hedge funds, seeking
companies that pass muster for social responsibility.
But ESG is not the be-all and end-all, particularly
in SA. An easy part is to approve some governance
boxes for compliance with King IV; for instance, on
a board’s independent chair. More complex is to take
a stand on such issues as redress of inequalities (e.g.
executive pay), control structures (e.g. Naspers),
environmental matters (e.g. food retailers that use
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Duncan . . . change driver
non-biodegradable plastics for packaging) or ethical
considerations (e.g. British American Tobacco and
brewer AbInBev).
Pity the fund that’s down-weighted top
performers. In making investments and exercising
proxy votes, asset managers have no need to be
conflicted provided they receive clear guidance
in mandates from client funds’ investment policy
statements. Also, the manager can vote differently for
different clients. Again, the importance of the IPS is
supreme.
It overrides the manager’s discretion and
amplifies the onus on trustees to make their own
ESG judgment calls. They, not the manager, are
accountable for them.
Eskom, of course, is in a class of its own. Strictly,
on each of the ESG criteria, pension funds should
steer well away from its bonds. If they did, however,
the impact would be utterly negative for the
economy. Such are the practical complications at the
micro level that befuddle the macro.
In the scale of SA priorities, ESG is overshadowed

by the exigencies for impact investment. Job creation,
skills transfer, affordable housing and infrastructure
development aren’t spurred by the directive, but
they’re integral to sustainability. Without them,
at scale and momentum, it isn’t only the future of
investment portfolios that are threatened.
Heather Jackson of Ashburton, who set up the
first highly successful Jobs Fund – it attracted R700m
of institutional money and achieved its target of
over 9 000 new sustainable jobs – insists that there
be greater focus on positive impacts for SA’s real
economy. Instead, she notes, asset managers tend to
concentrate on the listed space where the earnings of
major companies are derived from operations abroad.
Jon Duncan of Old Mutual Investment Group, a
leader in responsible investment and disclosure of its
stakeholder engagements, insists that capital be used
beyond simple return expectations and that managers
demonstrate proper custodianship: “Unless it can
be shown that the transformation codes are applied,
sustainability risk is heightened.”

O

MIG, privileged by size relative to other
institutions, boasts the largest portfolio of impact
investments (TT May-July). But smaller competitors
are increasingly focused on “alternatives” from
healthcare and education to renewable energy and
agriculture. Regulation 28 allows retirement funds to
invest up to 15% of their assets in “alternatives”, such
as private equity and unlisted debt, but few have hardly
begun to approach this ceiling.
Rhona Stewart, of Stratfund Consulting, is leading
a private-sector research initiative to help accelerate
impact investing in SA: “Retirement funds typically
delegate ESG to their underlying managers and
then don’t bother to monitor it. I’m hoping that the
directive will force trustees to be more assertive.”
ESG is only part of responsible investment, she
argues, but impact is really the new wave: “The lack of
impact investing is the most serious risk for retirement
funds. Trustees should ask themselves about the type
of country in which members want to retire.”
In a sense, the draft directive underpins the
voluntary Code for Responsible Investing in SA
(CRISA) that applies to institutional investors. Major
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TOO MANY IMPONDERABLES FOR PENSION SAVINGS
WOBBLY OMENS FOR NEW MARKET-CONDUCT BODY
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Paul Mashatile

Delivery awaited
asset managers, but to date few retirement funds,
are signatories. Perhaps the directive offers a jolt for
CRISA to be reinvigorated, not least for compliance
monitoring by the industry itself.
“Sustainability” goes way beyond ESG where
the “S” factor is often underplayed. It extends to
impact investing, or investing with a social purpose,
which in turn requires opportunity in public-private
partnerships to make the difference. There’s no
shortage of money – and the new Financial Sector
Code indicates no shortage of willingness – on the
part of banks, life offices and retirement funds.
The scarcity is in long-term bankable projects
whose viabilities are measurable. They should be
aligned to the National Development Plan which sets
out the prerequisites for economic growth. For the
scarcity of such projects, blame government.
Anybody remember the NDP, or adoption of
the United Nations 2030 agenda of “sustainable
development goals” where the NDP represented its
local adaptation for outcomes that require “policy
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coherence”? Or such noble intentions that include
improving the quality of education for black people,
creating employment and strengthening national
infrastructure?
Go back to the National Infrastructure Plan
launched amidst fanfare in 2102. Six years later, few
of these projects have been completed. They were
meant to propel SA from recession. But, over the
period, public-sector spending on infrastructure as a
percentage of gross domestic product has decreased
while debt has increased. Expenditure focused
not on building the economy but on subsidising
consumption.

O

f the R834,1bn planned for public-sector
infrastructure spending over the next three
years, public-private partnership projects account for
only R18,5bn or 2,2% of the total budget. It appears
that there isn’t much scope for long-term savings to
participate in the financing mix.
Moreover, according to the 2018 Budget Review,
last July national departments were called to
submit proposals for large infrastructure projects
designated as a national priority by the Presidential
Infrastructure Coordinating Committee. These
projects, the Review says, are intended to contribute
to economic growth and improved social welfare.
However, only 64 projects with an estimated
funding requirement of R139bn were submitted.
Worse, only 38 of these projects (from the transport,
water, telecommunications, health, justice and
protective services) met the initial submission
criteria. These projects are now to undergo a “detailed
technical assessment” which means they can’t be
expected to come out of the ground anytime soon.
And these relate only to projects at national level.
There are cash-strapped municipalities and provinces
too. Take for example the proposed mega-city project
that Gauteng had announced, at a cost of R1,8
trillion over 15 years, to be a model of public-private
partnership (TT Sept-Nov ’17). Since then, not
another peep has been heard.
The latest Budget Review, the NDP and the
FSCA draft directive should be introduced to one
another.
n
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Greater transparency
ASISA has finalised the
standard for disclosure of
umbrella funds’ costs. Michelle
Acton, principal consultant
at Old Mutual Corporate
Consultants, welcomes the
positive difference it will make.

A number of factors must be taken into account when
selecting an umbrella fund. These include governance
qualities and preservation options. But few factors are
more complex than costs.
From the beginning of March next year, comparing
the costs of respective umbrella funds will become
significantly easier. This is when the new Association for
Savings & Investment SA (ASISA) Retirement Savings Cost
(RSC) disclosure standard comes into effect.
This new disclosure standard will lead to a greater level
of transparency across the industry. It will substantially
help employers to select the most cost-effective umbrella
retirement-fund solution for their employees.
Discussed in engagement with the regulator, stakeholders
and National Treasury – for greater consolidation within
the retirement fund industry – is a growing need to find
easier ways to ‘compare’ umbrella funds. Comparing
costs of umbrella funds has always been particularly
challenging because the fees and charges of a particular
scheme depend on the number of members, salary
profiles and values of assets to be transferred.
By ensuring standardisation across the presentation of

Acton . . . comparisons made easier
these costs, employers will be able to compare like with
like when considering quotations from different ASISA
members. This will also make it easier for umbrella funds’
boards of trustees to consider costs as part of their
fiduciary duty.
How is this standardisation of cost disclosure to be
achieved?
All employers and trustees will be provided with a template
indicating all costs that will be incurred at a scheme level.
As there are a number of different types of costs involved
in any umbrella fund, the template will reflect four
separate components into which these various charges are
allocated over various investment periods.
The four components are:
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•
•
•
•

Investment management charges;
Advice charges;
Administration charges;
Other charges such as regulatory, compliance and
governance costs.

ASISA members will have projected these costs over
10 years, based on a standardised set of assumptions,
in order to derive the RSC for the umbrella fund as a
whole.
The value for each of the four components, as well as
the total RSC, will then be displayed as a percentage in
a table at four mandatory disclosure periods: one year,
three years, five years and 10 years. Any costs unable to
be included must be disclosed in “free text notes”.
Turning theory into practice, there are always other
factors to consider. There are often numerous costs that
are not fully available for the umbrella-fund provider to
include; for example, consulting or advisor costs.
As such, the new templates will need to be developed to
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ensure all information is made available. All investment
providers will need to provide their TERs (total expense
ratios) for inclusion.
No two umbrella funds are the same. While there will
always be some element of cross-subsidisation, this new
standard will definitely make it less complicated for an
employer or board of trustees to select the umbrella fund
that best meets the needs of their membership and the
service for which they pay.
Overall, the new ASISA disclosure standard signifies a
great step forward for the retirement-fund industry.
For more information, please contact Michelle via
email at macton@oldmutual.com or telephonically on
011 217 1790, or visit www.oldmutual.co.za/omcc
Old Mutual is a Licensed Financial Services Provider.
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SASOL PENSION FUND

Midnight oil
One of SA’s top companies, which underwrites its pension fund,
will have to burn lots of it in response to the tough stance of the FSB/FSCA.
All funds and all trustees should be on their toes in
case they too are ever confronted with anything similar.

T

here are good and bad sides to whistleblowing. On the good side, protected
disclosures can enable the exposure of
irregularities (and worse) in organisations. They’re
the starting point for clean-ups that are in the public
interest. On the bad side, anonymity of the whistleblower might disguise a less altruistic motive; for
example, to vent a personal agenda.
Either way, turmoil ensues. Targeted parties must
respond, as they have done – and will continue to do
-- in the case of the board and chief executive officer at
the Public Investment Corporation. Now there comes
the case of the board and principal officer at the R50bn
Sasol Pension Fund.
But at the SPF the identity of the whistle-blower is
no longer secret. He is Dumisa Hlawula, an articulate
young man who is taking Sasol to the Labour Court
for unlawful dismissal.
It was as a Sasol employee that he served on the SPF
and it was as a whistle-blower that, subsequent to his
putative retrenchment, he used protected disclosures to
the then Financial Services Board (now the Financial
Sector Conduct Authority) about the SPF.
It’s uncertain whether Hlawula first made his
allegations, under cloak of anonymity, when he was
still employed at Sasol. In the present scheme of
things, that’s neither here nor there. The timing will

probably assume relevance once his matter is heard by
the Labour Court.
Meanwhile, it’s clear that Sasol had acted in
response to his allegations and that the FSCA is in the
process of doing so. That the SPF is a defined-benefit
fund means that publicly-listed Sasol, as the employer,
is on the line for deficiencies.
The thrust Hlawula’s allegations relates to “fruitless
and wasteful” expenditure incurred by Lidia Visser,
the SPF’s recently-retired principal officer, for a visit to
the US. Purportedly, the visit was to attend the “63rd
Annual Western American Pension Conference for
Sustainability”. However, it turns out that there was no
such conference.
In 2016, when the trip took place, the SPF had a
total budget of R300 000 for travel expenses. Visser’s
trip cost R100 000, to be partially offset by Batseta
of which Visser was a director. Batseta had been
requested to contribute roughly a third of the cost on
the basis that Batseta has an “outreach programme”
that allows its approved representatives to “facilitate
the formation of a dialogue platform” with the largest
international asset owners.
If Batseta was hoodwinked into paying, it must
obviously get the money back. Anne-Marie D’Alton,
the Batseta chief executive, insists: “All due processes
were properly followed.”
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u
u
u
Hlawula . . . whistle blown
To its credit, Sasol exhaustively investigated the
whistle-blow at different levels. What remains to be
seen is whether their outcomes will satisfy the FSCA
inquiry. In a letter last November to SPF chair Danie
van Heerden, the FSCA stated that the trip had been
approved by SPF general manager Andries Schaap.
Not only was there no pension conference, but the trip
to San Francisco (where Visser’s son lives) took place
over a weekend.
Further, subsequent to the whistle-blowing within
Sasol, the group’s ethics office had found that:
u Visser’s travel request to attend the Western
American conference appeared to be false and
misleading as there was no evidence of such a
conference on the internet;
u She had failed to provide proof of her registration
for the alleged conference;
u She had sufficient time to change her trip
information, if there were changes to the itinerary,
as approval was granted only two days before she
left;
u The trip could not be considered as a business trip;
u No arrangements had been made to meet the
chairman of CalPers (one of the world’s largest
pension funds, a most useful contact for Batseta);
u Schaap had not taken reasonable steps to ensure
that all international trips were indeed business trips.
Then the FSCA wants:
u A copy of the SPF’s policy on the conduct,
standards and behaviour expected of trustees,

u
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officers of the fund and their service providers. If
there are no written policies, the board is required
to inform the Registrar how the fund implements,
monitors and maintains what it considers
acceptable conduct in the fund and those providing
services to it;
Clarification on to whom the principal officer
reports;
Minutes of board meetings where the proposed
trip and expenditure for it were discussed;
Reasons that the board thought the Western
American conference was relevant to the fund and
what prompted the SPF’s decision for its principal
officer to attend the conference;
A copy of the fund’s internal procedure for the
approval of business trips and the control systems
to ensure that abuses of travel do not occur.

So it carries on, including such intricate detail as:
u Why Visser’s trip was scheduled over a weekend;
u A copy of her report on the trip;
u The reason that Stuart Morris, who then chaired
the SPF board, did not disclose to the board either
the report of the Sasol ethics office or his own
further investigation before he had obtained legal
advice as well as the board minutes where he was
authorised to obtain legal advice.
Less than a fortnight after the FSB/FSCA letter,
Visser and Schaap appeared before an internal Sasol
disciplinary hearing. Chaired by Jaco Lubbe, an advocate
at Independent Governance Specialists, they faced the
main charge of “unsatisfactory work performance in
that you failed to properly consider the travel itinerary of
Mrs Visser’s trip...with regard to supporting documents
provided as motivation for the trip”.
The alternative charge was that they’d acted
contrary to the Sasol code of ethics “in that you
failed to adequately justify and provide documents to
support your travel itinerary for the trip....”
Evidence was led that, although the SPF did not
pay for the trip and thus did not suffer any financial
loss, Sasol did suffer potential loss because it had paid
as part of the costs of seconding employees to the SPF.
The trip had not produced optimised results because
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of the employees’ negligence. Sasol did not intend to
recover any funds or bring charges of financial loss
against the employees.
In mitigation it was submitted that Visser and
Schaap had long and excellent service records. They
were first-time offenders and there was no evidence
to indicate dishonesty or self-enrichment, but rather
administrative neglect. Both had cooperated fully with
the various investigations and both had expressed
remorse for their actions.
They were found guilty of unsatisfactory work
performance and given final warnings.
For them, internally, the heat is off. But externally

for Sasol, whose responses must be perused by the
FCSA and whose defences on the retrenchment of
Hlawula must be heard in the Labour Court, the same
might not yet be said.
• Invited to comment, SPF board chair Danie
van Heerden replied: “The SPF board of trustees is
comfortable that due process has been followed in this
matter, that the questions/issues raised in the letter
have been clarified and discussed with the FSCA and
in particular that the expenditure in question has been
validly incurred. The fund will comment further once
the FSCA finalises the matter.
n

ANOTHER MATTER

MOLOKO
HAS 51
CHILDREN

THAT’S BECAUSE OUR ADMINISTRATORS TREAT ALL OUR
BENEFICIARIES LIKE FAMILY.
No matter how technologically advanced our systems, we always maintain
the human touch. Most of our administrators are either parents themselves,
come from child-headed households, or are former beneﬁciaries. They make
sure we consistently keep things simple, and transparent. (And that includes
our fees, which represent real value.) So, compare us to our competitors and
you’ll discover: nobody cares about Beneﬁciary Care like we do.

So, if you serve on a pension fund board of trustees, and
the care of your beneficiaries is just as important to you
as it is to us, then please contact Jeanetta Hendricks.
jeanettah@fedgroup.co.za
Tel: 0860 065 065
Fedgroup Trust Administrators Pty Ltd (Reg. No. 1951/003389/07) FSP No. 16302 13B No. 24/505

beneficiary care
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PERSONAL LIABILITY

Victory
for trustees
Long ordeal on the IF funds is over. But it’s come at a cost.

A

t last, there’s resolution on the attempt by
the four former trustees of the IF pension
and provident funds to overturn the ruling
of the Pension Funds Adjudicator that they be held
personally liable for the R18m cost of the funds’
database rebuild (TT March-July). In the Gauteng
High Court, it’s been ordered that the Adjudicator’s
ruling be set aside and that the complaints of
the umbrella funds’ participating employers be
dismissed.
For the former trustees, of whom Gail le Grellier
has been the most vociferous, the victory is sweet
and bitter: sweet in that they’ve won; bitter in that the
court made no order on costs. They’re lumbered with
over R1m in pre-trial expenses, going back to their
early representations before the Adjudicator, and will
further need now to seek recompense from the funds
for their litigation costs.
Sadly, for a precedent offering guidance on
what’s expected of trustees in similar circumstances,
the orders by Justice Kathree-Setiloane were
unaccompanied by explanations. There’s no written
judgment.
The application by the former trustees (the “IF
Four”) was opposed by neither the Adjudicator nor
participating employers. Nonetheless, the court had
to decide afresh on the issues in dispute. This meant
perusal of the papers previously filed and of affidavits

newly filed.
Never having been called to a hearing by the
Adjudicator, to whom Le Grellier had replied in
writing, her founding affidavit before the court
comprised intricate detail. Setting out the chronology
of events, to show that the IF Four had acted as
reasonable trustees and not been negligent, it
presented a factual basis for the argument that the
Adjudicator’s determination was wrong in law.
The Adjudicator, conflating purported negligence
with the cost of the rebuild, had held the IF Four
jointly and severally liable for the R18m. This was
although the maladministration, by erstwhile service
provider Dynamique, had occurred during the
period prior to them having become trustees.

I

n exercising their oversight function, which
detected the maladministration, Le Grellier was
able to produce sufficient evidence that the trustees
had performed their duty in authorising the rebuild.
This was at a cost to the funds on a per-member basis
that the Adjudicator disallowed.
Had the trustees not proceeded with the rebuild,
benefit payments to members would have been
inaccurate. Then the funds would have had to be
closed, placed in liquidation or under curatorship,
inevitably followed by a rebuild with additional costs
in fees for the liquidator or curator.
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or actions constitute a gross negligence, dishonesty,
fraud or a breach of trust.”
A similar rule for the IF provident fund provides
that the trustees and principal officer shall be
indemnified by the fund “against all proceedings,
costs and expenses incurred by reason of any claim in
connection with the fund not arising from their gross
negligence, dishonesty or fraud”.

For trustees to show that
they weren’t negligent – or
grossly negligent, if there’s
a difference – they could
only show it through legal
process.
Le Grellier . . . something to celebrate
Given the urgency, the rebuild had to take place
before Dynamique could be sued for damages. Given
its scant resources, however, this route would have
proved futile.

B

asic advice for trustees is, firstly, to keep
available contemporaneous notes of discussions
around problems found and actions to remedy them.
Secondly, be satisfied with the indemnity terms
offered in fund rules. Thirdly, ensure that the fund
has valid professional indemnity (PI) insurance
cover.
In this case, the IF pension fund rules on
indemnity and fidelity insurance looked standard
but proved inadequate: “The trustees, officers of the
fund and persons to whom they have delegated their
functions, will not be personally liable for decisions
taken or actions authorised except if such decisions

For trustees to show that they weren’t negligent
– or grossly negligent, if there’s a difference – they
could only show it through legal process. Now that
it’s been shown, the fund rule on costs indemnity for
the IF Four should kick in.
But the PI insurer had already advised that it
considers the funds’ policy to be void, amongst
other reasons because of misrepresentations and
non-disclosures prior to the IF Four having taken
office, meaning that the fund has no recourse against
a PI policy. Now the new trustees are reluctant for
the funds to honour the widely-cast terms of the
indemnity, if not for costs of the old trustees’ appeal
then for their pre-trial expenses, on grounds that it
will be unfair to members.
Unless their view is reversed, the IF Four will be
left with hefty legal bills. Somebody will be out of
pocket. It’s a situation that should never have arisen.
Perhaps the safest protection is for a fund to appoint
from the outset a trusted administrator with deep
pockets and a reputation to uphold.
n
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UMBRELLA FUNDS

Governance up
for debate
FSCA draft notice sets cat amongst pigeons on role
of sponsors and ‘independent’ trustees.
Participating employers and fund members had better pay close attention.

H

aving come prepared for a pleasant
breakfast with members of the Pension
Lawyers Association, the atmosphere was
cordial enough. But the amiability disguised the
sharpness of dispute between Rosemary Hunter, the
former regulator now at law firm Fasken, and Kobus
Hanekom, principal officer of the Sanlam Umbrella
Fund.
They were at daggers drawn on fundamental
aspects of the draft guidance notice, issued by
the Financial Sector Conduct Authority, to allow
a general exemption from the requirement that
members of a retirement fund have the right to elect
members of funds’ boards. Particularly concerned
with commercial umbrella funds, Hunter cautioned
on the legalities and Hanekom focused on the
practicalities; both within the context of fund
members’ best value for money.
Olano Makhubela, who issued the FSCA notice,
must have had little idea of what he’d unleashed. The
comments he’d invited he certainly got. Wish him
well in deciding what to do with them. The more
that standalone funds are collapsed into umbrellas
– Makhublela envisages that ultimately there will

be only 200 funds, all mega-umbrellas – the more
pressing that the points of departure are resolved.
In the 1990s, trade unions fought hard for the
right of members to elect up to 50% of trustees. Then
followed the advent of commercial umbrellas and,
with it, an exemption from this requirement. Now
comes the notice that seeks to “clarify and reflect” the
FSCA’s position in granting exemptions.
Mostly, it was agreed by Hunter and Hanekom,
the proposed amendment to s7B of the Pension
Funds Act represented “good progress”. But that’s
about where agreement ended and contention began.
It essentially revolved around the role of pension
funds, whether conventionally as not-for-profit
vehicles whose boards acted in the best interests
of the fund or as umbrellas whose boards could be
swayed by the for-profit interests of their sponsors.
Hunter stressed that any power of exemption
had to be exercised sparingly, not generally, or
the rule of law and value of accountability would
be undermined. Funds’ sponsors could not be
regarded as ‘material stakeholders’, which the notice
contemplates, and should not be allowed to appoint
board members.
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Hanekom and Hunter . . . good friends,
profound disagreements
In a nutshell, for the sponsor to appoint trustees
invited unavoidable interest conflicts by compromising
the ‘independent discretion’ they were obliged to
exercise; for instance, on the selection of services
providers. Where the sponsor is a life office, also
owning an asset manager and a consultancy amongst
other services, the sponsor-nominated trustees should
not be conflicted between the best interests of the fund
and the profit interests of the sponsor.
The way to avoid such conflicts would be for all
trustees to be independent of the sponsor, she urged.
The board of trustees may not treat the fund as a
‘product’ or a vehicle for delivery of ‘products’ to
fund members.
Hanekom doesn’t see it that way. The mega-fund
environment represented a “paradigm shift” from
the traditional standalone corporate fund where
50/50 employer/member representation prevailed at
board level. In this new environment, the umbrella
fund must have a sponsor which has to be a large
institution that the membership trusts and which
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has the discipline as well as the muscle to weather
financial storms.
One might have thought that the notice offered an
accommodation of both arguments. But apparently it
doesn’t.
It proposes that the FSCA will grant exemptions
to commercial umbrellas provided that at least 50%
of the board members, who must have “relevant
experience or expertise”, are independent i.e.
“free from any relationships that could . . . be
considered as something that would affect their
objectivity”. Moreover, board decisions will only be
binding if they are supported by at least 70% of the
independents.
This is described by Hanekom as highly
problematic. It effectively gives the independents a
veto right, concentrating in them “an extraordinary
amount of power”, enabling them even to put into
place a competitor’s default investment portfolio
without any support or despite protestations from the
sponsor-nominated trustees.
The relationship between the sponsor and the
fund is primarily contractual. Thus, he suggested
to Hunter’s chagrin, the consequence is “akin to a
product designed and supported by the sponsor”.
In terms of this approach, the sponsor takes
responsibility for the research, development and
design of the “packaged retirement-fund solution”.
Once considered and approved by the board, this
solution is then directed, controlled and overseen by
the umbrella’s board in compliance with the Act.

Then take some specific proposals.
u That the exemption, once granted, will be of
indefinite duration.
Hanekom: I fully support this measure.
Hunter: I do not. The principal officers of exempted
funds merely need to set up a reminder on their
computers to apply for a fresh exemption before the
existing one expires. Regular reconsideration by the
regulator is important.
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u That unless (in the case of trade union,
bargaining council, sectoral determination and
municipal funds) members be given the right
of indirect election or the FSCA is persuaded
otherwise, at least 50% of board members must
be independent.
Hanekom: No election is required. The fund appears
free to find a way in which to appoint independent
trustees. Also, the unequal treatment of commercial
versus non-commercial umbrella funds is unjustified.
Hunter: This is inconsistent with the object of the Act
at s7A. Also, it’s insufficient for compliance with the
law or to ensure that the board does not use its powers
principally for the benefit of the fund’s sponsor. Some
funds with 50% independents still seem ‘captured’.
u That, where a fund has sub-committees, the same
requirements as for the main board’s composition
will apply to them.
Hanekom: Not practical. Ignores the facts that some
sub-committees operate within narrow mandates
given to them by main boards, and that some include
external experts for good reason.
Hunter: Agreed. Further, any member of a subcommittee who seems unable to exercise an
independent discretion should be expelled from it.
u That an independent board member must report
any irregularities and concerns to the FSCA and
he or she shall not be held liable or victimised as a
result of the reporting.
Hanekom: Already provided for in relation to all
board members.
Hunter: Agreed. Superfluous.
u That the rules of a fund must provide for a
quorum of at least four board members including

all independent trustees, and no decision will be
binding unless supported by at least 50% of the
board and 70% of the independents.
Hanekom: This would give the independents effective
veto rights and allow them to choose investment
portfolios provided by sponsors’ competitors. The
independents could ‘capture’ the funds.
Hunter: If they had good reason for thinking the
competitors’ portfolios were best of breed, this would
be a good result. Commercial umbrella funds can be
captured by their sponsors even if 50% of their trustees
are ‘independent’ or ‘member-elected’. Better if all were
independent.
u That, depending on the size of the umbrella fund,
the FSCA will consider necessary the
establishment of management committees at
employer, sector or regional level so that there is
sufficient transparency and participation in the
decision-making process of funds.
Hanekom: Unsure what this means. Will joint forums
or local boards, at the level of each participating
employer, become compulsory for each employer? How
can the size of the umbrella fund – or is it the size of
the employer – determine the need for a manco?
Hunter: A subordinate governance structure does not
have to be employer-based. It could be determined
by reference to region, occupation, industry or some
other basis for community of interest. Mancos can
be committees of the umbrella fund, to assist the
board better to liaise with members and employers.
In this way they’d ensure adequate and timeous
communication, interaction and understanding of
matters which impact these stakeholders.
Okay, Olano, over to you. But even more than
the regulator and the sponsors, employers and fund
members had better pay close attention too. It’s
primarily their interests at stake.
n
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Petri Greeff, Executive, RisCura
Ideally, you should have a stable income to maintain your standard
of living throughout your retirement. This is the gold standard for
retirement.
However, since the South African retirement industry largely
abandoned defined benefit (DB) funds in favour of defined contribution
(DC) funds, this has been difficult to achieve.
In the living annuity space, for example, two separate analyses last
year showed that South African retirees invested in living annuities
risked running out of money, with many already living on half the
income they enjoyed just six years prior. And, an analysis RisCura
recently carried out for a large DC fund showed that only about 5%
of members were on track to retire with a sufficient, stable income to
maintain their standard of living throughout retirement.
While a number of factors are impacting the ability of trustees
and their members to achieve this retirement goal, there are three
main ones:

DISCONNECT BETWEEN PARTS OF THE JOURNEY
In the era of DB funds, members retirement journeys were seamless,
starting when they began saving to when they drew their last breath.
They contributed to their fund for approximately 40 years, after which
their fund paid them an income until they no longer needed one.
Simple.
Now, in the era of DC funds a disconnect has arisen. There is no longer
a seamless transition between saving for retirement and drawing an
income for the rest of your life. Instead, trustees and members focus on
building capital, and view a retirement date as the end of one journey,
and the years in retirement as a separate journey. This mindset has a
huge influence on the investments that are selected for a retirement
savings portfolio and determines whether members have enough
income to maintain their standard of living throughout retirement.

TOO MUCH CHOICE
From 2013 to 2016, the Sanlam Benchmark Survey asked trustees
which annuity they thought would be more appropriate for an ‘average’
member of their fund. Their responses varied greatly, indicating that
too much choice is confusing.

It can also be paralysing, as shown by the 2018 Sanlam Benchmark
Survey. In 2017 only 22% of respondents said their fund had done
something about implementing an appropriate annuity product for
their members. About 50% had done nothing, and the rest were still
trying to do something. Hopefully this number increases in light of the
Default Regulations that must be in place by March 2019.

EXPENSIVE PRODUCTS SHORTEN THE JOURNEY
To exacerbate the situation, high fees after retirement will ensure that
your income runs out of road long before you do.
As many trustees know, but alas not many understand, withdrawing
too much from a living annuity – the most popular post retirement
vehicle – can dramatically impact the ability of your capital to give
you an income for as long as you need one. Most analysts agree that
investment returns over the next 10 years are likely to be low, and that
if you’re getting 4% above inflation you’re doing well.
Figures from the Association for Savings and Investment South Africa
(ASISA) show that, depending on the returns the investments in your
living annuity produce (after all fees), drawing down 7.5% of capital
per year (according the ASISA the average drawdown rate in 2017 was
6.6%) could see your income start to reduce after only 13 years in a low
return environment.
If you look at the impact a difference in fees can make, paying 2.5%
extra in fees, shortens this journey from 13 to 10 years.

HOW CAN TRUSTEES AND THEIR ADVISERS HELP?
There are several ways that trustees can help members to ensure that
the Cradle-to-Grave retirement journey is a seamless one for their
members. For example:
•

07/18/RSI/SA_RF/TT

•
•

Think long-term when constructing investment strategies.
Consider whether your investment strategy focuses on protecting
a pension income in the long-term or protecting pension capital in
the short-term? Take care not to be myopic.
Select a trustee endorsed annuity option that aligns with your
investment strategy. Take care not to offer too many choices.
Communicating simply will help to make better informed
decisions. Members do not pay attention to information that they
do not understand and are therefore not saving enough.

www.riscura.com
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SUPER ANNUATISATION

Down Under isn’t tops
Oz relooks at itself, and SA should relook at Oz.
Fault lines exposed in its equivalent of umbrella funds.

W

hen retirement-fund reform was mooted
in SA, studies and comparisons were
made of the most successful schemes
in jurisdictions abroad. Uppermost amongst them,
for guidance on umbrella arrangements, was the
superannuation system in Australia. To judge from the
controversies now raging there, the SA industry and
regulator had better take another look.
The draft report of an Australian governmentappointed commission into the compulsory
superannuation system, which has been operating for
almost 30 years and holds A$2,6 trillion in members’
savings, has identified key flaws:
u The method of linking superannuation to the
employer, not the member, has caused many
members to hold multiple accounts. These
members lose out by having to pay more than one
set of administration fees and insurance premiums;
u When members select the default option offered in
their workplace, it’s a matter of luck that they land
in a good fund;
u Between 2005 and 2016, the returns shown by
retail funds averaged a net 4,9% whereas not-forprofit funds returned a net 6,8%.
After the commission found that the super savings
of millions of members are stuck in underperforming
funds, reducing members’ balances by as much as 13

years’ pay, it proposed that an expert panel be set up to
select the 10 best-performing no-frills superannuation
funds to act as defaults.
“The super system has become an unlucky lottery
for many workers and their families,” said commission
deputy chair Karen Chester on release of the draft
report. “The structure of the system is outdated.”
Because of defaults being tied to the employers,
many members end up with another account when
they change jobs. A third of accounts – about 10m
– are unintended multiples. The excess fees and
insurance premiums paid by members on these
accounts amount to A$2,6bn every year.
Most members are in funds that deliver good
investment returns. But more than one in four
funds, with millions of members, are in funds that
persistently underperform. Over the working life of an
average member, being stuck in an underperforming
fund can leave him or her with almost 40% less at
retirement.
“Fixing these twin problems of multiple accounts
and entrenched underperformance would lift
retirement balances across the board,” said Chester.
“Even for a 55-year old today, the difference could be
up to A$60 000 by the time of retirement. And today’s
new workforce entrant can be A$400 000 ahead by
time of retirement in 2064.”
Of the proposed “modernisation” changes,
foremost is that members be defaulted only once. This
will be when they start working for the first time. They
should then get to choose from a best-in-show list of
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high-performing funds that have been identified by
an independent panel of experts. Existing members
should be able readily to switch to these funds.
“All members should be able to engage with
their super without being bamboozled,” noted
commissioner Angela MacRae. “Members today face
a confusing proliferation of some 40 000 product
options and information they don’t understand. It’s
hardly surprising that many end up in a bad product.
Super needs to be simpler and safer for all.”
Part of the problem is that products are most
complex during the accumulation phase and most
simple in retirement. For most members, MacRae
added, the reverse is needed. She also reached the
conclusion that impartial and affordable advice is hard
to find.
Further, through their funds many members are
getting life-assurance cover that was “manifestly
unsuitable”. Some unknowingly had duplicate policies
that worsened their retirement balances.

Finally, a
comment from
MacRae that
might resonate in
SA: “Governance
needs to improve.
Trustees of
underperforming
funds should
be merging
with betterperforming
funds. And the
best people with
the right skills
Chester . . . a lottery
must sit on the
boards of super
funds.”
There, as here, it’s all in the implementation.

n
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LEARNING

Ground-up
empowerment
Financial literacy at work for the poor.
Bring on greater dignity and bigger markets.

T

here are two contrasting perceptions of SA,
rarely to mix. They’re as distinct as oil from
water.
One is in the quagmire of crime, corruption,
unemployment and unsatisfied expectations in an
environment of economic shrinkage. In political
speak, racism stereotypically intrudes. Dominating
airtime, it’s the stuff of depression.
The other is its polar opposite, of South Africans
harmoniously progressing across the lines of class
and colour. Because it happens in the ordinary
course of daily lives, it usually grabs attention only
on the occurrence of an exceptional event; no better
example suffices than the new-look Springbok rugby
team. This is the stuff of inspiration.
Yet there are myriad other examples, less dramatic
but no less profound, that bypass the public eye. Take
the successful incubation of 28 micro businesses in
some of SA’s poorest rural areas.
At present the magic isn’t in the number of
businesses, encouraging although it is for this pilot
project of the Association of Savings & Investment
SA (ASISA) Foundation. Rather, it’s in the promise.
More than this, it’s in the pervasive spirit of jubilation
and enthusiasm that greeted the match of help
from financial institutions with self-help by black

Benjamin-Swales . . . take care
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participants.
Dressed to the nines for a mid-June morning
celebration in Sandton, supporters arrived in
droves – from the townships of Hammanskraal and
Soshanguve, Ga-Rankuwa and Rustenburg – to sing
and cheer each nominee for a certificate. It was,
in miniature, a vociferous demonstration of the
communal thrust behind smaller entrepreneurs as
generators of jobs.
Also more significant than the numbers is
groundwork laid for the project to gain traction and
scale. This will require money; the more the better
for the experience to be replicated.
A non-profit organisation, the foundation is
funded by ASISA members mainly comprising life
offices and asset managers. National imperatives
aside, they serve their own business interests
by stimulating a future generation of savers and
investors.
Similarly with the banks and short-term insurers.

“Unless we provide our
most vulnerable groups
with the skills, tools and
opportunity to create
an income, there is little
point in teaching them
the importance of saving.”
– Ruth Benjamin-Swales
They too are in line to earn scorecard points from
the Financial Sector Code under such categories
as enterprise and supplier development as well as
empowerment financing and consumer education.
If there are to be problems, money shouldn’t be
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amongst them.
This programme of the ASISA Foundation is
called Flame, standing for financial literacy and
micro-enterprise. As foundation chief executive
Ruth Benjamin-Swales puts it: “Unless we provide
our most vulnerable groups with the skills, tools and
opportunity to create an income, there is little point
in teaching them the importance of saving.”
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Spirit of micro business . . . celebration of success

Of the 28 businesses, little more than a year ago
they were mostly good ideas or fledgling micro
enterprises. Today they support 83 jobs, half of
them new, and affect at least 200 dependents. The
businesses range from construction to farming,
day care for children and production of raw honey.
Thanks to the programme’s networking capacity, the
services of some are already being procured by large
corporates.

D

uring the nine-month incubation period, the
businesses increased their profit margins by
10% to 35% for a total turnover R2,2m. All are now
able to cost their products, record their incomes and
expenses, while some have opened separate business
bank accounts.
In the post-incubation phase, Flame will regularly
check on the progress of each business. Further to
entrench the financial education into sustainable
financial management, each entrepreneur is asked
to submit monthly financial data and projections for

profits or losses. It will also look for opportunities to
increase market access.

S

uch activity is people-intense. It requires funding
not only for continuity and seed capital but also
for the face-to-face coaching that’s shown to be the
most effective teaching method. Critically too, it’s for
the programme to convert from a pilot to an exercise
of scale so that the multiplier effects accelerate.
Complemented by other private-sector initiatives
– the Masiszane fund of Old Mutual amongst them
– imagine its application through hundreds if not
thousands of communities. And further imagine the
potential for lives improved, a tax base extended and
an unemployment rate dented.
Then wonder whether this exercise isn’t a whole
lot more beneficial for broad-based black economic
empowerment than the JSE-listed companies’ shares
disbursed, frequently at the expense of pension funds’
dilution, to enable consumption by a favoured many
or enrichment of a selected few.
n

Default Annuities

Consume more in retirement...
and sustain this for life...
in both life annuities and living annuities

40% of clients

receive up to 30% higher income after underwriting

Annual increases

linked to leading South African asset managers

Listed UK Group

with strong international scale credit rating of A

Highly experienced local management team
Ask us how…?
www.justsa.co.za | info@justsa.co.za | 021 200 0463
Just Group Plc is a UK-listed retirement income specialist which entered South Africa in partnership with an
experienced local management team to address three key concerns of National Treasury informing Default Annuity
Regulations: 1. Most living annuity policyholders have a high risk of outliving their assets. 2. Life annuity rates in
South Africa do not fully reflect the shorter life expectancy of those with relatively low income and those who are
ill. 3. Life annuities which leave too much discretion to insurers in determining annual increases create a conflict of
interests between policyholders and shareholders.
In South Africa, Just is a registered long-term insurer regulated by the Prudential Regulatory Authority and the Financial
Services Conduct Authority, and is an authorised Financial Services Provider.

TO DIVERSIFY AND ENHANCE PORTFOLIO RETURNS
There are compelling reasons to consider
investing in mezzanine debt funds, believes
Ashley Benatar of Ashburton Investments.
Over the past decade, the local stock market has experienced
poor returns and a great deal of investor uncertainty. Investing
in mezzanine debt can not only provide valid diversification to a
portfolio but also enhance yield while reducing volatility.
What is mezzanine debt?
It sits between equity and senior debt in the capital structure. In
the event of default, the mezzanine funder ranks behind the lenders
of senior debt but ahead of the equity providers.
A mezzanine investment has two parts:
● A debt component, generally a subordinated loan, which has
an interest rate set somewhere in the mid-teens. This
instrument has an interest component that provides the investor
with regular cashflows in the form of interest payments;
● An equity component which provides the investor with longerterm capital gains in the form of equity-related upside should
the equity in the investee company rise in value.
Mezzanine debt fund managers will generally target gross returns of
around a 20% p.a.

Weak economy
Although SA gdp growth is
forecast at under 2% p.a. over
the next three years, equities are
projected to return 12% and bonds
9% p.a. A portfolio comprising
a 60/40 equity/bond portfolio
would show 10,8% over the same
period. This leaves little headroom
for pension funds to cover their
liabilities. Adding an investment
into mezzanine debt, which targets
20% returns, will increase the
returns of the portfolio and add the
comfort of diversification.

Benatar . . . clear

Active involvement
advantages
Mezzanine investments are
generally made in mid-market
companies. These investments are originated by the team
managing the fund from their proprietary networks. The team is
heavily involved in an active analysis and diligence of the company
prior to making the investment. The investment is also tailor-made
to suit the company and the mezzanine lender’s requirements, with
the fund manager actively managing the investment.

Volatility cushion
Because the core of a mezzanine investment is a loan instrument
which generates around 60%-70% of the total return, even if the
equity portion does not perform, the mezzanine investor should
still achieve a 15% p.a. return (two-thirds of the targeted return)
from the contractual interest coupons. Mezzanine investments are
therefore less volatile and can outperform equity in a low-growth
environment.

Premium for lack of liquidity
Traditional investments into equities and bonds are liquid and can
be easily accessed at low fees. An investment into a mezzanine
fund by comparison is illiquid, has higher fees and can be hard to
access by investors seeking to invest less than R50m. But the lack
of liquidity and higher fees are compensated by higher returns. A
mezzanine fund is well suited to pension funds, endowments and
sovereign wealth funds which have long-term investment horizons.

Portfolio spread
Diversification for investors’ local equity portfolios can be achieved
by adding investments in offshore equities, high yield bonds,
investment grade bonds, REITs and commodities.
Previously equities had a low correlation to the other asset
classes and hence adding these other assets to a portfolio created
diversification. However, because the correlations have increased,
investment-grade bonds are currently the only true diversifier to
equities.
With SA bond rates close to all-time lows, investors are seeking
additional yield. It can be achieved by investing into mezzanine
funds which offer cash yields of around 15% and potential total
yields (including the return from equity kickers) of 20% and higher.
Additionally, with bond rates expected to rise, bond returns could
decrease as capital values fall. Unlike bond investments, mezzanine
funds perform relatively well when rates rise.

Conclusion
While investors should keep a portfolio of traditional assets,
which are liquid, it is important to add an alternative asset such
as a mezzanine fund. It offers investors regular cash flows in the
form of interest and longer-term capital gains from equity upside.
Because around two-thirds of the return is generated from the
interest component, in a low-growth environment mezzanine could
outperform equity.
Higher interest rates will reduce the value of bonds but increase
the return on a mezzanine investment. This highlights the low
correlation between mezzanine and traditional assets.
www.ashburtoninvestments.com
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FINTECH

A decade
hence
What’s in store for the jobs of asset managers?
Meagen Burnett, chief operating officer at
Prudential Investment Managers, offers her predictions.

H

aving recently attended the executive
program at Singularity University in Silicon
Valley, I am left with only one certainty:
work life and traditional human roles will become
substantially different in the next decade.
The “exponential technologies” - machine
learning, artificial intelligence (AI), 3D printing,
quantum computing and blockchain – combined
with Big Data, which acts as the catalyst – are fuelling
unprecedented, exponential innovation. Traditional
banking and trading markets are being disrupted by
new low-cost technology-based entrants. These are
changing some fundamental principles upon which
traditional fund management business-operating
models are based.
Simplistically, today’s investment management
businesses consist of four core components: the
investment team; client functions that include
marketing, sales and distribution; administration
(transfer agency and fund accounting), and corporate
support functions such as compliance, human
resources and finance.

The most obvious and progressed changes
globally are in the administration (transfer agency)
and downstream bank (payment) integration
processes. Here we see an increased use of workflow
tools and robotic process automation (RPA). They
have changed the roles of administrative staff from
manual preparation of transactions and reporting to
process-exception management and oversight.
Globally there are a number of consortia
working to leverage the full potential of blockchain
technology. It will completely redefine the
reconciliation and asset/liability recording aspects of
fund administration.

O

n client-facing functions, we’ve seen a shift
towards the use of technology to better
understand clients’ needs, leveraging the combination
of Big Data analytics and social media to reach
clients more effectively. The skills associated with this
behavioural data analysis and digital marketing are all
relatively new to the traditional investment manager.
Across “distribution “, one of the largest parts
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Burnett . . . radical changes

of the fund value chain, we’ve seen early entrants
trying to disrupt via the use of AI and roboadvisors to move their offerings closer to the advice
model. Today these models are largely basic. But,
accompanied by the increase in understanding of
data and AI pattern recognition, they are likely to
improve.
Distribution platforms and advisor capabilities of
customer relationship management are evolving with
technology. The potential for a fully technologicallybased LISP (linked investment service provider) is
well progressed. Client service models are starting
to leverage the capabilities of AI to build out smartquery management via machine-driven “chat bots”.

T

he impact of these innovations could ultimately
mean that staff in service centres will be
replaced or at least complemented by the equivalent
of a “google assistant”. Conversely, it also means a
rise in the number of staff focused on building out
the technology and equipping it with the corporate
communications skills of tonality, brand and
technical nuances specific to that manager.

As for the investment team, passive
management based largely on technology has
grown extensively over the past five years. This
trend is likely to continue as processing power and
automation improve efficiencies and allow broad
commoditisation of products.
Trading has also moved from the traditional
human broker to a machine-based algorithm
executing the best deals at the highest frequency. In
the active investment management businesses, we are
likely to see an increased use of machine learning/
AI improve the speed and breadth of data that is
analysed within the existing investment processes.
Internationally there is an emerging trend
towards analysis of investor sentiment (i.e. what the
market “feels” about a company) on open networks
such as Facebook and Twitter. This information
will be consumed by AI and readied for decisionmaking. In an extreme scenario, AI will be used
to make the end investment decision and robotics
used to execute the trade in the market. The most
likely scenario is that the combination of AI analysis
and human decision-making will drive the best
investment results.

M

eanwhile, corporate support functions will
operate more efficiently. Blockchain and the
evolution of smart contracts are likely to have a
significant impact on legal, financial and compliance
roles. Corporate risk managers must be agile to
ensure that they maintain the relevant skills to help
the business navigate through the change in a way
that ensures stability.
The role of human resources will be more
important than ever. The balance between attracting
new talent, re-skilling existing talent and retaining
corporate identity will be key in helping a business
adapt successfully.
How fund managers respond to these changes –
invest in the re-skilling of staff and manage client
expectations – will define their futures. Technology
used appropriately will augment the existing human
process, enhance opportunities and hopefully result
in better products for investors.
n
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THE FUTURE
I S I N OUR
H AN D S

Futuregrow t h is a license d Fi n a n c i a l S e r v i ce s Prov i d e r.

At Futuregrowth we create the difference
we want to see in the world. As a leading
investor in development in South Africa,
we’re building a stronger economy and
delivering social benefits to communities
while targeting sustainable returns for
retirement funds. The future is in our
hands. Let’s build it together.

www.futuregrowth.co.za
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GRAVY
T

he First Word editorial in this
TT was written before release
of the Eskom financials and before
announcement of the Chinese
loan. If anything, they support
the argument in that nobody with
accountability to stakeholders can
justify ploughing more money into
Eskom as it stands: seriously bust
yet bowing to trade unions.
Horrible as prescribed assets
are, use of force levels the playing
field for pension funds and their
asset managers (including the PIC).
Prescription obliges them to invest
where they otherwise wouldn’t.
They can then explain reduced
pension benefits by apportioning
blame to where it lies. No prizes for
right guesses.
So long as Eskom doesn’t
restructure – this includes avoiding
retrenchments, inflating its payroll
and resisting competition from
renewable energy – continued
feeding of the animal will amount
to a gigantic government-sponsored
Ponzi scheme.
It’ll be bigger than Madoff who
rightly landed in jail.
uuuuu
hile the National Union of
Metalworkers was doing
its worst (or best, depending on
one’s viewpoint) at Eskom, Numsa
general secretary Irvin Jim was

W

doing gym and enjoying breakfasts
at the larney Virgin Classic in
Melrose Arch.
It befits the lifestyle for which
his union lambasts the Eskom
directors.

from Hammanskraal to Hyde Park.
Where is it again that a certain
loudmouth is building a new house?
Did he expect the site for free?

uuuuu
he last edition of the Financial
Service’s Board’s Bulletin,
uuuuu
awrence “Yogi” Berra was a
distributed without charge and
US baseball player and coach,
without revenue, runs to 32 glossy
as famous for his performances on
pages of the heaviest grammage
the field as for his remarks off it. His and highest expense on which it’s
quotes are legend.
possible to print.
One piece of his advice lends
This is the same FSB that has
itself to the Eskom funding options: long told retirement funds’ service
“When you get to a fork in the road, providers to curb their costs.
take it.”
uuuuu
Einstein explains Eskom:
uuuuu
hose who grow depressed
about SA’s future spend
too much time looking at the
government. They should look
instead at events such as the recent
MTN big walk in Johannesburg on
a fine winter’s Sunday morning.
When there are 50 000 South
Africans of all colours and ages
enjoying themselves together in
festive spirit, take heart that the
pessimists don’t reflect the people.

L

T

T

uuuuu
xpropriation without
compensation is less about the
redistribution of agricultural land
than it is, for some, about moving

E

uuuuu
rosecutor: What gear were you
in at the moment of impact?
Witness: Gucci sweats and
Reebok shoes.
n
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Liberty Lifestyle Protector

Liberty Lifestyle Protector
is not just life insurance, it’s

“MY LIFESTYLE
SECURED”
In a world filled with what-ifs, you want to feel secure as you progress through
your life. Knowing that Liberty pays out 100% of all valid claims, gives you
the assurance that your lifestyle is secured should you become critically ill or
disabled. It also gives you comfort in knowing that your family is provided for,
even when you are no longer around. Search Liberty Lifestyle Protector or speak
to a Liberty financial adviser or broker today about the right cover for you.

ADVICE

INSURE

INVEST

Liberty Group Ltd is the insurer of Lifestyle Protector and an Authorised Financial Services Provider in terms of the FAIS Act (no. 2409). Terms and conditions apply.

KINGJAMES 45004

Opportunity
favours
the bold.
When it comes to investing in Africa, we’ve taken a
non-traditional approach. We’re developing and growing
economies on the continent through our diverse range
of alternative investment capabilities, including private
equity, commercial and retail property, infrastructure,
listed equities, unlisted credit and hedge funds. With a
footprint in 35 countries, we know that when it comes
to managing risk for growth and investment success,
it’s important to maintain caution while acting boldly.
That’s what makes us Wealthsmiths™.
Our expertise includes:

www.sanlaminvestments.com
Sanlam Investments consists of the following authorised Financial Services Providers: Sanlam Investment Management (Pty) Ltd (“SIM”), Sanlam Multi Manager International
(Pty) Ltd (“SMMI”), Satrix Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd, Graviton Wealth Management (Pty) Ltd (“GWM”), Graviton Financial Partners (Pty) Ltd (“GFP”), Satrix Investments (Pty) Ltd,
Blue Ink Investments (Pty) Ltd (“Blue Ink”), Sanlam Credit Fund Advisor Proprietary Limited, Sanlam Africa Real Estate Advisor Proprietary Limited, Simeka Wealth (Pty) Ltd and
Sanlam Asset Management Ireland (“SAMI”); and has the following approved Management Companies under the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act: Sanlam Collective
Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“SCI”) and Satrix Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“Satrix”).

